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	Bulletproof Web Design: Improving flexibility and protecting against worst-case scenarios with XHTML and CSS, 9780321346933 (0321346939), New Riders Publishing, 2005
No matter how visually appealing or packed with content your  Web site is, it isn't succeeding if it's not reaching the widest possible  audience. If you get this guide, you can be assured it will! By deconstructing a  series of real-world Web sites, author and Web designer extraordinaire Dan Cederholm outlines 10 strategies for creating  standards-based designs that provide flexibility, readability, and user  controlkey components of every successful Web site. Each chapter starts out with  an example of what Dan refers to as an "unbulletproof" conceptan existing site that employs a  traditional approach and its associated pitfalls. Dan then deconstructs that  approach, noting its downsides and then making the site over using Cascading  Style Sheets (CSS). By the end of each chapter, you'll have replaced  traditional, bloated, inaccessible page components with lean markup and CSS. The  guide culminates with a chapter that pieces together all of the page components  discussed in prior chapters into a single page template. 
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Windows Vista DeploymentAddison Wesley, 2007
Mit der Einführung von Windows Vista hat Microsoft den Prozess der  Installation und Bereitstellung des Betriebssystems signifikant  umgestellt.Hardware- und sprachneutrale Abbilder (Images), neue Tools  zur individuellen Anpassung der Bereitstellung und XML-basierte  Antwortdateien erlauben Ihnen eine individuelle Anpassung von Windows...


		

Metrology in Industry: The Key for QualityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	Metrology is an integral part of the structure of today’s world: navigation and telecommunications require highly accurate time and frequency standards; human health and safety relies on authoritative measurements in diagnosis and treatment, as does food production and trade; global climate studies also depend on reliable and consistent...


		

Electronics DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2004
SHOCK YOURSELF BY LEARNING ELECTRONICS
Now anyone with an interest in electronics can master it„oby reading this book. In Electronics Demystified, best-selling science and math writer Stan Gibilisco provides an effective and painless way to understand the electronics that power so much of modern life.     
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Learn Cocoa on the MacApress, 2013

	The Cocoa frameworks are some of the most powerful for creating native OS X apps available today. However, for a first-time Mac developer, just firing up Xcode 4 and starting to browse the documentation can be a daunting and frustrating task. The Objective-C class reference documentation alone would fill thousands of printed pages, not to...


		

Circuit Design for ReliabilitySpringer, 2014

	This book presents physical understanding, modeling and simulation, on-chip characterization, layout solutions, and design techniques that are effective to enhance the reliability of various circuit units.  The authors provide readers with techniques for state of the art and future technologies, ranging from technology modeling, fault...


		

RibbonX: Customizing the Office 2007 RibbonJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Microsoft MVPs teach you new skills for customizing the Ribbon
   If you like to build custom applications or customize the Office user interface, this book is for you. Written by a team of Microsoft MVPs, it shows you—step by step—how easy it is to modify the Microsoft Office® 2007 Ribbon, how the Ribbon works,...
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